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Goal: to soften the 
whole face  and makes 
the widest portion less 
wide

Solution: a curved 
eyebrows shape. Its 
curves will soften the 
angled face and 
“reduce” the widest 
part of the face temples 

Goal: to soften/balance 
the strong pointy chin 
and maybe the 
prominent forehead

Solution: Forehead 
maybe the widest of 
the face. Depend on 
how prominent of the 
forehead, start �rst 
with a low arch, round 
curved brows then add
more volume to it as it 
“adds” more length to
the forehead as well as
balancing the pointy 
chin  

Goal: To soften/balance
the strong jawline

Solution: depend on the 
jawline. Start with the 
curved eyebrows shape 
then add more angle to 
create balance. The 
stronger and more bony 
the jawline is the more 
angled brow shape  
should be created. 
A de�ne sharp peak at 
the top of  the brow 
makes it appear 
tronger  
  

Goal: maintain this 
ideal oval face 

Solution: generally 
a soft angled eyebrows 
shape would be best 
maintain this ideal 
oval face 

Goal: to make a long 
face appear shorter

Solution: a �at eyebrows 
shape. Its horizontal 
line would “stop” the 
viewer from seeing the
elonged face, instead 
makes it appear to be 
shorter    

Goal: to make round 
face appear to be 
longer

Solution: a high arch 
eyebrows shape. Its up 
& down lines would 
draw the viewer eye up
& down and lengthens 
it. Creates more vertical 
lines as you can. 
Avoid rounded brow as 
it makes the face more 
round 
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FACE SHAPES

EYEBROWS SOLUTIONS 

Face gracefully tapers 
toward chin

Wider forehead

Prominent cheekbones

An ideal face shape

Face gracefully taper 
toward chin

Elongated feature 
from forehead to chin

Some have prominent 
chin

Face width and length
almost the same

Widest at the cheeks

Forehead, cheekbones 
and jawline almost the 
same width

Square and bony 
jawline is prominent
feature

Face strongly taper
toward chin

Chin tend to be 
pointy

Forehead maybe 
a prominent feature

Face highly angular
and somewhat bony

Widest at temples

Not as common 
compare to others
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